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ABSTRACT 
We consider the least-squares problem 
where K is ill-conditioned and y contaminated with error and perturbed to y + E, with 
E(e) = 0. Regularized approximations to x of the form 
are considered. The properties of C(a) = E(Ib - x~~~~) are discussed. It is shown that 
C(a) has a minimum for L = I, but for more general L the existence of a minimum 
cannot he proved. Numerical results support the special status of L = 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The standard least-squares problem 
$px - Yl12F (1) 
where K is an m x n matrix of fuIl rank and 
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numerical problem. The theoretical solution is 
x = (KTK) -kTy. 
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(2) 
We shall consider this problem under the following assumptions: 
(a) the matrix K is highly ill-conditioned due to the presence of some 
very small singular values, 
(b) the vector y is not known exactly, but rather one knows y+ E, where 
E is an unknown random vector. 
Such situations arise commonly when we try to find numerical solutions to 
ill-posed problems. The standard example is probably that of solving a 
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, 
/ 
‘K(s,t)x(t)dt = y(s). 
0 
The ill-posed nature of this problem leads to an ill-conditioned matrix, while 
any discretization of the integral leads to data errors. We are thus discussing 
the type of problems considered by Hilgers [4] in a closely related paper. 
Let A = KTK. A is symmetric and positive definite with eigenvalues 
x,2x,> *.. h n > 0 and associated orthonormal eigenvectors IQ,. . . , u,. Let 
g = KTy, e = KT&, and let gi = (g, vi), ei = (e, y), where (e, a) denotes the 
standard inner product on R”. 
Thus the least-squares solution x is of the form 
n gi 
x = c -vi. 
i-1 hi 
We assume y @ N(KT), i.e. x # 0. 
Let x* be the least-squares solution with y replaced by y+ E. Then 
n gi+ei 
x*= c 
i-l TUi. 
(4) 
LEMMA 1. Let D = I/x* - ~11~. lf E has meun 0 and variance-covuriunce 
matrix a2Z, then the expected value of D, denoted E(D), sutisfies 
E(D)=o”t ;. 
i=l I 
(6) 
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Proof. K has a singular-value decomposition 
K = VxJT 
where V (m x m) and U (n x n) are orthogonal and 
where D, is an n x n diagonal matrix with elements ui,. . . , u, ( > 0). The 
columns of U are eigenvectors of KTK (i.e. u,, us,. . . , II,,), while the columns 
of V are eigenvectors of KKT, (denoted wi), and we have 
Kvi = uiwi, 
K Twi = uivi , i=l,...,n. 
Clearly CJ~ = Xi, i = 1,. . . , n. Now D =c:=,eF/A;, so E(D) = 
CT= 1 E( eF)/ A:. We have 
e,=(e,ui)=(KTc,q) 
= (E, Kq) 
= q( E, Wi). 
Clearly, using standard expectation theory, 
E(q) = 0, 
E(ef) = u,%~~(w,(~~ = u2uf 
for i=l,...,n. Thus 
(7) 
Since hi = u:, if some of the ui are very small, the smaller eigenvalues 
will be very very small. Thus E(D) will be large unless u is very small. In 
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many problems we find A, = lo-” or smaller, so u would have to be 
unrealistically small in many cases for E(D) to be even moderate in size. 
To counter this problem, Tihonov [7] and Phillips [5] independently 
introduced the method of regularization. Instead of solving (1) with y 
replaced by y+ E, they solved the following: 
xTg” IIKX - (Y + E) I?+ 41LXl12~ 
where L is a p X n matrix and (Y is a parameter to be chosen, with (Y > 0. 
The matrix L is usually 
(a) the identity matrix I, or 
(b) a finite-difference approximation to a derivative operator. Phillips, for 
example, used the (n - 2) x II matrix L with Lii = 1, L,ci+lj = - 2, Lici+2j 
= 1, i = l,..., n - 2, Lij = 0 elsewhere, which is a finite-difference analogue 
of the secondderivative operator. 
Because of these examples of possible matrices L, we assume p < n. 
The solution to (8) is well known to be 
x, = (Z&c + aLTL) -Iqy+ E) 
=(A+&-‘(g+e) (10) 
if we define B = LTL. The matrix B is symmetric, but only nonnegative 
definite. The Phillips matrix L, for example, leads to a matrix B with two 
zero eigenvalues. 
The effective use of regularization requires two choices to be made: 
(a) choose a matrix L, 
(b) choose a value (Y. 
Most published work has concentrated on the second problem for the case 
L = I; see, for example, the book of Groetsch [3]. The justification for the 
choice L = Z can be found in the following result. 
LEMMA 2. ZfL = I, then the firnction C(a) = E(l]x - x,]12) has at least 
one minimum for 0 < a < + co, with the assumption thut E(E) = 0. 
Proof. If L = I then 
n gi+ei 
x= a c 
i=l iyGutU” 
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so that 
n (Clgi- Ait?,)” 
‘ix - x,112 = Fl @A. + a)” 
I I 
and 
n a2gf + A:E(e:) 
C(a)= c 
i-l A;(& + a)” * 
(11) 
(12) 
Now irrespective of the variance of e, E(ef) will be positive, = p’ say. Thus 
Thus 
C’(O)= -2i530 
I 
and 
lim C’((Y) =o+ 
Ud+CC 
because of the g’ term in the numerators. 
Thus, since C is continuous, we must have C’(a) = 0 somewhere for 
ocac+co, and there must be a minimum there because C’(0) < 0. n 
This result supports the idea of the general shape of [Ix - x,11 2 being a 
curve which decreases to a minimum and then tends to a limit (clearly 11~11~) 
as a + + cc, as described by Hilgers. The purpose of the remainder of this 
paper is to try to see whether this result can be extended to regularization 
with a general matrix L. 
Let 
D(a) = Ib - xJ2 and C((Y) = E(D(a)). 
We investigate the behavior of C(a) under the assumption that E(e) = 0. The 
variancecovariance matrix of e is not assumed to have any specific form, but 
we shall be interested in the behavior of C(a) for the special case where this 
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matrix is ~‘1. This implies that e = K r& will have a variance-covariance 
matrix 02KTK = a2A. 
2. BACKGROUND RESULTS 
To develop the theory we use certain results which are well known, so we 
use this short section to enumerate them. 
We first quote some standard results on the expectation of various 
vector-matrix relationships; see Searle [6]. 
Let r be a random vector with E(r) = q and Var(r) = W. Let c be a 
constant vector and H be a constant matrix. Then 
E((Hr,c)) = (hc), (14 
E(]]ZZr]]2) = ]]Hq]]2+Tr(HWZZT). (15) 
To consider the derivatives of C(a) we use the following result. If w, is a 
vector dependent on a parameter (Y, then 
(16) 
In the result (15) we will need to use the trace of a matrix. We use the 
following simple result: 
Tr(FG) = Tr(GF) (17) 
if F, G are square matrices. 
Finally, to get expansions similar to those used in Lemma 2 we employ 
the generalized singular-value decomposition of Van Loan [8], as applied to 
discrete regularization by Varah [9]. We have 
K = Q,D,Z-‘, 
L = Q2D2Z-‘, 
where Q1 (m X m) and Q2 (p X p) are orthogonal, D,(m x n) is of the form 
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D, (p X n) is of the form 
bl 0 
D2= 0 jj,’ = [Dblo]> 
i Ii 
and the columns of Z, namely q, i = 1,. . . , n, are such that KTKz, = 
(P~)~L~L~, i=l,..., n, with pi=ai/bi, i=l,..., p, and pi=co, i=p+ 
1 ,**., n. The last n - p columns of Z are a basis for the null space of L. For 
convenience let bi = 0, i = p + 1,. . . , n so that 
‘i 
pi=bi’ i = l,...,n. 
3. BEHAVIOR OF C(a) 
We assume 
and 
x =(KT~+cY~TL)PIKT(y+E) a 
=(A+&-‘(g+e) 
with 
E(E) = E(e) = 0, Var(e) = S. 
Let 
C(a) = @lx - ~11~). 
LEMMA 3. We have 
C(a) = (w,,w,) +Tr(R,SR,), 
where w,=A-‘g-(A+&-‘g, R,=(A+aB)-‘. 
08) 
198 
Proof. We have 
C((Y) = E((x - x,,x -x,)) 
= E( llxl12 + llx,l12 - 2(x4. 
Now 
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x,=(A+c&-‘(g+e), 
E(g+e) = g, 
Var(g+e) = S. 
Thus, using (14) and (15) from Section 2, we have 
- 2(x,(A + (YB) -‘g) 
Using the generalized SVD, we have 
x = ( KTK) -‘KTy 
= Zq2D;Q;y. 
Let QF have columns ql,...,q,. Then if 
it is clear that 
n Pi 
x = c -zi. 
i=l ‘i 
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Similarly 
(A + aB) -lg = (K% + &La) - kTy 
= Z( 0,” + aD,TD,) -lDfQTy 
Thus 
we= t 
PJ$a P 
q(a; + ab;) zi= c 
& b;a 
&p-t .bF) ziy (19) i-l i-l 
since 
b, = 0, i=pi-l,...,n. 
The second term in Equation (18) is 
N(a) = Tr(R,SR,). 
Now 
R,=(A+c~?)-~=Z(D~+~D;D~)-~Z~ 
= U,ZT say. 
Thu!3 
N(a) = Tr( Zr,Z’SZr,Zr ). 
Let zTsz = P, so 
A’( a) = Tr( ZJ,PJaZT) 
= Tr( l,pJ,Y ), where Y = Z’Z. 
Thus 
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Let M(o) = (w,,w,), so that 
C(a) = M(a)+ N(a) 
Now M(0) = (w,,, w,,) = 0, so 
C(0) = N(0) = & ; ,;: y * t I-1 J 
As K is ill conditioned, some of the a, values will be very small, so C(0) 
should be large in most cases. 
The behavior of C(a) as (Y -+ + co varies according to whether B is 
singular or not. If B is nonsingular, bi # 0, Vi, and hence N(e) + 0. Thus 
lim C(o)= lim M(a). 
Ci++m a-+m 
From (19), 
* Pi 
w,+ c -zi = x. 
i-1 ‘i 
So C(a) + 1 (x 11 2 if B is nonsingular. If B is singular, however, 
and 
(21) 
(22) 
Thus the limit of C(a) is dependent on B if B is singular but independent of 
B if it is nonsingular. 
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We now consider the behavior of C’(a) = M’(cy) + N’(a). Since M(a) = 
M’(a) = 2(w., $wa] from Section 2. 
Now 
so that 
w,= 5 ,di b+ 
i=l a,(~;+ ab;) zi’ 
Thus 
PtbjVi ’ 
c 
a,b$f, 
i=l ai(a;+&)Zi’i=l (a;+ab;)2zi 
Now 
so that 
b;P, jYii 
af + abf)2 
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Thus 
C’(0) = M’(0) + N’(0) 
= N'(0) 
= _ i L 
i=l a? 
i _+$ ,f: 5%. bfpi:yji 
I ]=l 'j t I-1 I 
It is impossible to state whether this is always negative or not. 
Suppose S = a2A; then S = a2ZpTDfZ-‘, so P = ZTSZ = ~“0,“. Thus 
P b!u2a?y.. 
C’(0) = - 2 c ’ I ” 
i=l a: 
2 
= - 20ai~l SYij. 
t 
Now 
Yii = t z;zj, = f (z;)‘. 
j=l j=l 
Thus C’(0) < 0 if E has variance-covariance matrix a2Z, irrespective of B. 
The behavior of C’(a) as cx + + 00 is more complex, however. From (23), 
M’(o) + 0 as (Y -2, unless the inner product in (23) also tends to zero when 
M’(a) + 0 as ff -3. The limit of the inner product is clearly 
(25) 
This will be zero if pi = 0, i = 1,. . . , p, whence C(a) = N(a) for all 01. If 
pi # 0, i = 1,. . .) p, it is possible for (25) to be zero, but we can say that in 
general, M’(a) --, 0 as U2, 
If B is nonsingular, then from equation (24) 
N’(a) + 0 as (Y-~. 
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If B is singular, 
(26) 
Since bz = 0, i = p + 1,. . . , n, the two sums in (26) that go from 1 to n can 
be split into two parts: the first from 1 to p with an (Y - ’ term, the second 
from p + 1 to n without. Thus N’(a) + 0 as oe2, for B singular, unless we 
can restrict all sums to go from 1 to p only. This will happen if S = (I 2A, 
whence P = u2Da and 
(27) 
Here N’(a) + 0 as OL -3. 
If M’(a) + 0 as oP2 and N’(a) + 0 as oP3, then the sign of C’(a) is 
determined by the sign of (25). If B is nonsingular, this reduces to 
(A-k, B-k) 
It is clear, however, that Equation (28) could take negative values for suitably 
chosen A, B and g. 
An interesting situation where (28) is nonnegative is A = 1. Such situa- 
tions arise in discrete smoothing splines; see Duris [l]. Here we have a vector 
y of observed values and a hypothesis that 
y=X+& 
with E(E) = 0, Var( e) = a2Z. The smoothing spline is a vector x a which 
minimizes ]]t - yJ12 + cY]]Lt]12 for t E R”. Usually L is a finite-difference 
matrix. The previous discussion shows that C(o) will have a minimum for this 
situation. 
We can summarize the discussion in this section in the following theorem: 
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THEOREM. Let x =(KTZZ-‘KTy and x,=(KTK + aLTL)-‘K*(y+ E) 
with E(E) = 0. Then, if x # 0, the function C(a)= E(llx - x,11’) has u 
minimum for a > 0 if K = I or L = I. Zf Var(s) = ~‘1, then C’(0) < 0 for all 
KandL. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The previous section discussed the behavior of C(a). In practice, how- 
ever, we must deal with particularities rather than expected generalities. To 
compare all possible matrices L would be an impossible task, so we have 
selected three possibilities which, hopefully, throw light on the possible 
behavior. 
We have dealt with the problem not as a least-squares one but as a 
linearequation one where 
Ax=g, 
g is perturbed, and we approximate x by 
x,=(A+aB)-‘(g+e), 
with A positive definite and B nonnegative definite. The three choices for B 
were: 
(1) B= 1. 
(2) B = L*L, where L is the Phillips matrix described in Section 1. This 
gives B of the form 
1 -2 1 0 0.. * . . 0 
-2 5 -4 1 0 * . . . . 0 
1 -4 6 -4 10. . . . 0 
B= 
0 l-4 6 -410 . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(j : : : : (j ; -4 $ -4 ; 
0 * * . . . 0 1 -4 5 -2 
0 . . . . . . 0 l-2 1 
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(3) The matrix B is given by 
B= 
5 -4 1 0 . . . . . . 0 
-4 6 -4 1 0 . . . . . 0 
1 -4 6 -4 10 . . . . 0 
0 1 -4 6 -4 10 . . . 0 
. . . . . . 
(j : : : : (j ; -4 $ -4 ; 
0 e . . . . 0 1 -4 6 -4 
0 . . . . . . 0 l-4 5 
This matrix, which looks a lot like the previous one, was taken from Gregory 
and Karney [2], who state the eigenvalues to be 
Xi = 16sin4 i=l,...,n. 
Thus B is strictly positive definite. 
A random positive definite matrix A was generated using a technique 
from Gregory and Kamey, who show that the matrix 
A,,=a(nd,li,,-2d,-2dj+2r), 
with r = 2Xd k/n, has eigenvalues d 1,. . . , d,, and is symmetric. The values 
d 1, . . . , d, were generated as uniform random numbers with di E 
[lo-‘, lo’-‘], i = l,..., n, and then A evaluated. Even n = 8 ensured A 
would be poorly conditioned. 
The solution x was randomly generated, g = Ax calculated, and the 
elements of e taken as uniform random numbers in [ - 10e4, 10d4]. AU 
calculations were performed in double precision. 
For each smoothing matrix B, 
x,=(A+aB)-‘(g+e) 
was calculated and then D(a) = 1(x - x,1(’ evaluated. This was done for 
cu=aX10bwitha=1,...,9and b= -13,..., +2,givingagoodideaofthe 
shape of D(a). For each matrix the number of turning points of D(a) was 
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TABLE 1 
TURNING POINTS OF D( cy) 
No. of Matrix (1) Matrix (2) Matrix (3) 
extrema Min first Max first Min first Max first Min first Max first 
0 0 327 331 
1 0 2650 13 941 3 
2 0 0 357 124 1133 17 
3 0 0 1202 12 2019 23 
4 0 0 68 38 223 27 
a5 0 0 203 6 279 4 
calculated, and the whole process repeated 5000 times, for 5000 different sets 
of A,g,e. 
The results are shown in Table 1. The striking thing is the behavior for 
B = 1. In every case there was a single minimum. The behavior of the other 
two choices for B showed a great deal of variability. The Phillips matrix 
probably showed up better, since it gave a single minimum over 50% of the 
time as against less than 20% for the third choice. Both appear much less 
attractive than B = 1. 
We also calculated the global minimum of D(a) for each B. This showed 
that B = Z gave the best result 3338 times, the Phillips choice 616 times, and 
the third choice 1046 times. 
Clearly, much more work needs to be done on this problem to assess 
different matrices B for suitability and in different situations. These results 
suggest that the concentration of work on Z3 = I is justified. 
The author would like to thank a referee for discovering an error in the 
original submission and fm other helpful comments which have improved the 
content and presentation. 
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